Decreasing Fraud While Increasing Revenue

PRO-CHEX
Check positive pay has been reinvented!
PRO-CHEX removes barriers to customer
adoption while radically reducing cost for
financial institutions! FI’s no longer have to rely
on multiple vendors to provide check positive
pay services.
PRO-CHEX end-to-end design allows financial
institutions to retire costly legacy backroom
systems and markedly improve operational
efficiencies by being the first SaaS solution to:

• Ingest capture and issuance data
• Identify exceptions, alert and present
• Accept customer pay/no pay decisions
• Create a disposition file and/or report
PRO-CHEX data mapping wizard, removes the
daunting requirement on customers to deliver
issuance files to the financial institution in a
specific format. They simply define the file type
and the location of data elements and PROCHEX takes care of the rest. Customers can save
mapping templates for future imports. Singlesign-on with virtually every online banking
provider, assures customers easy access to PROCHEX, to take care of all their check positive pay
needs.

PRO-CHEX matches issuance and capture data to
create the exceptions. Exceptions trigger alerts
to customers to make a pay/no pay decisions.
Images of checks can be presented to customers
on demand. Payee positive pay is also available.
PRO-CHEX built in billing capability (ACH
or analysis) completely automates billing to
customer accounts. Application and message
branding are supported. PRO-CHEX, a service
module of ACH Alert’s Fraud Prevention
HQ platform can be used as a stand-alone or
combined with PRO-TECH, COPS and BIO-WIRE
to provide customers with a unified experience to
prevent fraud across multiple payment channels.
To learn how ACH Alert can help your financial
institution mitigate fraud, improve operational
efficiencies to reduce cost, drive adoption to
make your fee income
soar, contact us today at
866-265-8961 or email
us info@achalert.com
for a free consultation.

Here’s How It Works: Financial institutions setup
Clients in ACH Alert’s Fraud Prevention HQ
platform and enroll accounts for check positive
pay services. Customers key or import issuance
data. FI’s transmit capture information.
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